BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Ronald Harrison
RM-0271

CONSENT ORDER

The Arkansas Department of Labor (hereinafter, ADOL) and Ronald Harrison enter into this agreement to settle all issues relating to citations and assessments of civil money penalties issued by the Electrical Division of the ADOL. The parties agree and state the following:


2. The Department of Labor notified Ronald Harrison of a civil penalty assessment in the amount of $250.00 for these violations.

3. Ronald Harrison has not been previously disciplined or fined by the Board.

4. Ronald Harrison specifically agrees to future compliance with Arkansas laws regarding licensing of electricians and the standards for the performance of electrical work.

5. Ronald Harrison and the ADOL agree that the above referenced fine in this matter shall be suspended provided there are no further violations of the state's licensing law, or National Electrical Code® as adopted by the Board, for a period of two years from entry of this order.

Dated this 27th day of NOVEMBER 2007.

IT IS SO AGREED.

By: [Signature]
Ron Baker
Code Enforcement Administrator
Arkansas Department of Labor
10421 West Markham
Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 682-4547

By: [Signature]
Ronald Harrison
3 Elche Lane
Hot Springs Village AR 71909

Batch # [BATCH NUMBER]
[Signature]
RB09122007A

[Stamp] DEC 20 2007
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Heath Ingram

ORDER

On May 12, 2006, Heath Ingram was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $50.00 for performing electrical work without a license in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the board. This violation occurred on July 26, 2004. Heath Ingram did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about September 14, 2007. The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: [Signature]
Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 12/12/07

Batch # CC07262004B
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Heath Ingram

ORDER

On May 12, 2006, Heath Ingram was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $100.00 for performing electrical work without a license in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the board. This violation occurred on April 19, 2006. Heath Ingram did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about September 14, 2007. The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: [Signature]
Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 12/12/07

Batch # CC04192006F
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE: Jamie Laramee

ORDER

On October 23, 2007, Jamie Laramee was assessed a civil money penalty in the amount of $50.00 for performing electrical work without a license in violation of Regulation 11.6 of the board. This violation occurred on September 19, 2007. Jamie Laramee did not contest the penalty, but tendered payment on or about December 4, 2007.

The ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR approves the action taken in this matter.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

By: 
Ronald E Baker,
Labor Code Enforcement Administrator

Date: 12/4/07

Batch # TD09192007C
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN RE:       Douglas Watson

CONSENT ORDER

The Arkansas Department of Labor (hereinafter, ADOL) and Douglas Watson enter into this agreement to settle all issues relating to citations and assessments of civil money penalties issued by the Electrical Division of the ADOL. The parties agree and state the following:


2. The Department of Labor notified Douglas Watson of a civil penalty assessment in the amount of $50.00 for these violations.

3. Douglas Watson has not been previously disciplined or fined by the Board.

4. Douglas Watson specifically agrees to future compliance with Arkansas laws regarding licensing of electricians and the standards for the performance of electrical work.

5. Douglas Watson and the ADOL agree that the above referenced fine in this matter shall be suspended provided there are no further violations of the state's licensing law, or National Electrical Code® as adopted by the Board, for a period of two years from entry of this order.

Dated this 27th day of NOVEMBER 2007.

IT IS SO AGREED.

By:         By:     

Ron Baker     Douglas Watson
Code Enforcement Administrator    20 Abaron Place
Arkansas Department of Labor    Hot Springs Village AR 71909
10421 West Markham    Batch # [BATCH NUMBER]
Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 682-4547    RB09122007A